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3 little letters, one colossal industry.

T E A  
It’s been used by cultures across the world for millennia. And is a staple 
in most households to this very day. As you’ve probably guessed, we’re 
obsessed with these little therapeutic leaves. And for good reason. 

Tea holds a host of holistic benefits that stretch way beyond health. But 
have you been drinking it right? Surely you can’t get something as 
simple as a hot cup of tea wrong? 

Sadly, not all teas are created equal. So we’re here to set the record 
straight. To bust the myths and unveil the truth about these plants and 
how you can reap all the outstanding benefits they have to offer. 

Think you know the truth about your brew?

Think again. Here are 7 things you absolutely must know before buying 
tea. 

INTRODUCTION
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Do you know what the second most-consumed drink in the world is? 
Clue: it’s not alcohol. 

TEA. That’s right. Tea is surpassed only by water when it comes to 
global consumption. But don’t be fooled by the likes of Chamomile, 
Rooibos and fruit teas. These are actually technically not teas, but 
Tisanes.

There are five main types of tea (Green, Black, Oolong, White and 
Pu’erh) and they all share the same common ancestor - Camellia 
Sinensis, a subtropical Native Asian plant. 

It was rumored to be discovered by a Chinese Emporer 5000 years ago 
when a stray leaf blew into his hot water. Absolutely invigorated by the 
result, tea plants have now spread to every corner of the globe. 

CHAPTER #1

The history of Chinese tea is a story of refinement and passion.
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The Beverage Nature Knew We Needed

Shamanic folk will from all parts of the world claim that psychedelic 
plants will speak to them. Of the thousands of plants in the Amazon 
rainforest, the combination of only 2 brings about the magical brew 
known as Ayahuasca - a tool used by indigenous tribes (and now 
modern wisdom seekers) to access the spirit realm. 

When asked how these Shamans discovered this rare and unlikely 
formula, they say the plants told them. So what has this got to do with 
tea?

Perhaps if that leaf hadn’t drifted into Emperor Shen Nung’s cup all 
those years ago, we wouldn’t be writing this now. It’s as if nature knew of 
the benefits of these healing leaves, and placed it right into our laps. 

Which brings us nicely onto the next point - how is tea grown?

Legendary emperor Shen Nung is credited to be the person who discovered tea in China.
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Thriving Against All Odds

Despite its wide-spanning use, it doesn’t just grow anywhere. The tea 
plant grows best in loose, deep soil, at high altitudes, and in sub-tropical 
climates. And although there are plenty of farms, the best leaves come 
from these extreme altitudes. 

For this reason, the finest teas on earth need to be hand-plucked. 

In fact, it takes around 2,000 tiny leaves to make just one pound of 
finished tea! If that sounds crazy, keep in mind these methods have 
been around for several millennia. But many of the teas produced for 
large scale commercial production are grown on flat, lowland areas to 
allow for machine harvesting. 

Now, this doesn’t mean that they’re bad. In fact, you can still source 
some incredible teas from flat farms. But in general, grown on heights 
is just right. 

Located on the South East coast, Fujian Province has been developing its tea techniques since the Song Dynasty.
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The Components and Benefits Hidden Within Every Leaf

There are 3 primary components in tea leaves that hold astounding 
benefits for the human body:

1. Essential Oils - these give tea it’s delicious aromas and flavors. 
These can have a wide array of therapeutic effects including relaxation 
and calming properties.

2. Polyphenols - these provide the "briskness" or astringency in the 
mouth and are the components that also carry most of the health 
benefits of tea. Studies have shown these to help treat digestion issues, 
weight management difficulties, diabetes, neurodegenerative disease, 
and cardiovascular diseases.

3. Caffeine - found naturally in coffee, chocolate, tea, and Yerba Mate, 
caffeine provides tea's natural energy boost while aiding focus and 
weight loss. 

Camellia Sinensis (tea bush) leaves and leaf buds are used to produce tea.

The tea plant is a flowering evergreen shrub 
From May on the plant blossoms with small, 

white, creamy or pink colored flowers.
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Common Joy That Ties Us

Tea varies from country to country, with each culture enjoying it in its 
own unique and diverse way. 

India enjoys the delights of Darjeeling, Taiwanese drink Pouching, 
Japanese praise Matcha, and the Chinese relish in the benefits of 
Oolong, among others. Societies around the world revere and connect 
ancient traditional practices to these leaves in different ways. 

But it’s all for the love of tea. 

It’s the common thread that connects all cultures. A true borderless 
beverage in every sense of the word. Which tea do you indulge in?

The Gongfu tea is a kind of Chinese tea  
ceremony that mostly used for drinking  

Oolong tea.

Tea-drinking is a constituent part of Chinese culture.



Which Type of Tea 
Makes Your World 

Brighter?
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It’s time to break down the most common types of tea and what makes 
them so great. We’ve already discussed that all real tea comes from the 
Camellia Sinensis plant. But it’s the processes that ultimately shape 
them to become their own entities with unique properties. 

Here’s all you need to know about White, Green, Oolong, Black, and 
Pu’er Teas. 

Note: You’ll notice we talk about “oxidation” a lot. Many experts still call 
this “fermentation”, but thanks to scientific research, we now know this is 
actually oxidation.

CHAPTER #2
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White Tea

White tea can most easily be described as the youngest of the family of 
5. Because it’s picked earlier, it’s mostly unprocessed. The name comes 
from the fuzzy white covering that appears on the young buds, signaling 
the perfect time for picking. Some minimal oxidation happens naturally 
when the tea leaves are plucked and left to dry. 

These teas are delicate in aroma, producing a pale green or yellow 
color. Known for being rich in antioxidants, white tea has all the benefits 
that come with these free-radical fighting substances. 

Tea leaves under sun-drying process.Freshly plucked premium quality tea leaves.

A gentle and slow air-dry withering process results in  
a brilliant amber infusion with honey-like viscosity  

and mild flavor that pairs well with food.

Bai Mu Dan is a popular and expensive blend  
of organic white tea made of young tea leaves  

and silvery unopened leaf buds.

https://www.essencesip.com/products/organic-white-tea-bai-mu-dan-chinese-loose-leaf-tea
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Green Tea

A staple in most Asian households and a powerhouse of bioactive 
compounds for health, green tea has stood the test of time. It’s from 
these leaves that Japanese Matcha is made. But what does the process 
of harvesting standard Green tea look like?

Green tea is plucked, withered, and rolled, not oxidized. This is because, 
during the rolling process, oxidation is prevented by applying heat. Fresh 
leaves are either steamed or pan-fired (tossed in a hot, dry wok) to a 
temperature hot enough to stop the enzymes from browning the leaf. 

Kind of similar to blanching vegetables. Heated long enough to alter 
their natural state, but not long enough to sap the nutrients out. 

Green tea is energizing, often having toasty notes and always packed 
with benefits for your brain, heart, and metabolism. 

In each cup of tea, you can taste a farmer’s unique  
achievements, making it a profoundly humane beverage.

An integral component of all high-quality artisan green  
tea manufacture is the complex and precise handwork.

Only the most tender buds are used for premium  
refreshing green tea.
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Oolong Tea

Good things come to those who wait!

This rings true for Oolong, a complex tea with a time-consuming creation 
process. The easiest way to describe Oolong is somewhere between 
Green and Black tea. These teas are anywhere from 8% oxidized to 
80%, measured roughly by the color of the leaves. 

Often, gentle heat is applied to slow the enzymes down a bit. Over the 
course of many hours (sometimes days), what is created is a beautiful 
layering or "painting" of aroma and flavor. Oolongs typically have much 
more complex flavor than Green or White teas, with very smooth, soft 
astringency and rich in floral or fruity flavors. Because of their smooth 
yet rich flavor profiles, Oolongs are ideal for those new to tea drinking.

Leaves for oolong tea are more mature than ones used 
for green or white teas.

Since its inception in the early 1980s, this variety of  
Taiwan Oolong tea, also known as “ Jin Xuan”, has  

captivated tea drinkers around the world.

This strain and its subsequent additive-free processing makes  
for a delightfully aromatic and creamy cup.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jin_Xuan_tea
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Black Tea
The staple among households across the world! 

Black Tea uses five basic steps for processing that allows it to oxidize more 
completely, with entire tea made within a day. As you probably know, Black tea 
brews give off a dark brown and often deep red color. Flavors are strong, in 
some cases astringent, and most commonly drank with milk. Heavier in 
caffeine, the benefits aren’t quite as pronounced as it’s younger sibling White 
and Green. 

Premium black tea - Golden Monkey Paw. It is  
considered one of the finest black teas available.

Afternoon Tea is a tea-related ritual, introduced in Britain  
in the early 1840s. It evolved as a mini meal to stem the  

hunger and anticipation of an evening meal at 8pm.

https://www.essencesip.com/products/golden-monkey-paw-premium-organic-black-tea
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Pu'erh Tea

Welcome to the complex world of Pu'erh, the tea that’s garnered loyal 
fans from all over the world. Pu'erh (pronounced pu-ARR or pu-ERR) is 
a completely different art altogether. An elusive leaf, a legendary, 
fermented dark tea sourced from ancient trees in the isolated forest 
canopies of rural China. 

It’s one of the most in-demand tea varieties on the planet. 

It has an ornamental, elegant, and comforting property. And thanks to its 
delicate production process and an array of complex aromas, some 
leaves fetch a higher price than silver per gram!

The leaf is dried, aged then pressed into dense cakes and decorative 
shapes. Pu'erh is a fermented tea (and the use of 'fermentation' is 
correct here, although not the type which produces alcohol). Depending 
on the type of pu'erh being made (either dark "ripe" pu'erh or green 
"raw" pu'erh), the aging process lasts anywhere from a few months to 
several years. 

Very old, well-stored pu'erhs are considered "living teas", just like wine. 
They are prized for their earthy, woody, or musty aroma and rich, smooth 
taste. 

An extremely rare and beautifully aged loose leaf Pu’erh  
from the 1990s.

Pu’erh tea leaves are hand-plucked from trees that are  
planted and then allowed to grow wild.



You Can’t Trust Most 
Tea Companies. Here’s 
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Listen up! It’s time to get down to the nitty-gritty. It’s time to lay it all on 
the line and talk about the deception that’s been going on in the tea 
industry for decades. 

Why are inferior tea bags so popular?

Teabags make up 95% of all tea sales in the U.S, so it must be 
legitimate stuff… Right? 

Wrong! Tea is an industry like most others, built on corporate greed and 
capitalism. Therefore, tea bags usually contain the cheapest tea 
available, producing mostly what’s nothing more than a brown-
colored liquid. 

Hot murky water doesn't sound too appetizing now, does it? Considering 
this is the global standard for tea, it’s not surprising coffee has 
surpassed it in popularity.

Here’s the truth: Tea bags are a relatively new invention. Remember 
Emporer Shen Nung’s accidental encounter with a stray leaf? There 
were no strings or heavy price tags attached to it. 

CHAPTER #3

Inside tea bag. These are what are left when  
the whole and broken leaves have been sorted.

One of the main reasons why tea bags get a  
bad reputation is due to the poor quality tea  

found inside them.
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The Truth About Tea: Orthodox vs Unorthodox (CTC)

Chances are, you’re not drinking the finest in the game. Because when it 
comes to tea, there are two main categories: Unorthodox (CTC) and 
Orthodox (Artisanal). 

Orthodox teas usually contain only the top two tender leaves and an 
unopened leaf bud, which are plucked carefully by hand and then 
processed, creating the thousands of varieties of tea we know and love 
today (note: While tea plants do have small flowers, the "buds" tea 
people refer to are the young, unopened leaves, not flowers). 

These precious Artisanal teas nearly always involve a unique 
combination of age-old methods, such as bamboo tray drying, and 
modern machinery, like leaf rollers carefully calibrated to mimic motions 
originally done by hand. 

A true art form. The tea is handled by artisans with generations of 
training from the moment of plucking to when the tea is finished. For 
some teas, one batch can take several days of work.

Physical difference between Orthodox vs Unorthodox black teas.



The Life-Changing 
Benefits of Artisanal Tea 

Are More Affordable 
Than You Think
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So now you know the difference between Artisanal tea and your 
standard bags. And the importance of getting back to what tea is all 
about - ethical production, taste, and holistic benefits. 

But few foods are as labor-intensive as Artisanal Tea. Chinese artisans 
still make tea by hand, the way all food used to be made. 

It’s the only food product that maintained its roots and authentic 
production processes from before the industrial age. This makes it a 
truly magical beverage indeed. Chinese tea displays the fascinating 
individuality found in any handcrafted product. 

In each cup of tea, you can taste the farmer’s labor love and unique 
achievements, making it a profoundly humane beverage. It is one of the 
world’s last remaining major artisanal food products, and we should all 
treasure it as a precious remnant of a simpler, more natural way of life. 

CHAPTER #4

Artisan Tea is tea produced by master hand in  
best-possible quality. 

The best green teas are plucked and hand-processed in the spring  
months of March and April.
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So just how expensive is this rare art form of tea?

86% Cheaper Than a Cup of Coffee!
No lie. You would think that such a precious and age-old craft would 
come with an outrageous price tag, but in fact, when you buy Premium 
Artisanal Tea from an ethical supplier, it’s cheaper than a cup of coffee. 

With the average price of coffee in the U.S sitting at $3.00 and rising by 
the year, Artisanal teas average at $0.40c per cup, saving you money 
and safeguarding your health.

Traditional tea making is an integrated process determined  
by expertise that is gained over years and generations of  

careful observation and trial and error learning. 

The concept of Artisan tea evokes the dream of  
a perfect world.

Artisanal tea is one of the factors to take into  
consideration, when looking for superior quality tea.

https://www.essencesip.com/collections/artisanal-tea
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/artisanal-tea
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The truth bombs don’t end here. 

It’s time to talk about why you need to choose organic. Basically, if 
you’re tired of lackluster teas, organic is the remedy you need. 

Of course, organic tea is farmed without the use of synthetic pesticides, 
herbicides, or fertilizers, making it better for your body and the 
environment. But here’s 4 reasons beyond this why you should choose 
organic:

✓ Organic tea is infinitely more delicious

✓ Help keep the planet’s ecosystem intact

✓ Farmer’s work in safer environments

✓ Avoid putting toxic pesticides into your body

Need another reason to buy organic? It can glow your skin up with every 
sip.

CHAPTER #5

Women’s plucking tea in organic tea garden in Fujian province.

https://www.essencesip.com/collections/artisanal-tea/products/blooming-tea-organic-flowering-tea


The Truth About 
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You all know about caffeine, the love-hate drug that electrifies our lives, but that most 
people fear when they drink too much. 

So in a beanshell, here’s 5 reasons you should stop fearing caffeine and start embracing it.

1. Improved memory

That’s right. Japanese researchers found that memory increases with caffeine, aiding 
cognition and information retention. 

2. Weight loss

A cup a day keeps the fat cells away. Studies performed in Germany found that 2 - 4 cups of 
coffee a day helped subjects keep weight off compared with those who consumed none. 
While we don’t recommend 4 cups of Joe a day, it’s promising news for caffeine junkies. 

3. Reduced inflammation

Stanford University discovered that caffeine blocks chronic inflammation genes that cause 
high blood pressure and heart disease. 

4. Hair growth

For those looking a bit thin on top, there’s been a shedload of promising research on the link 
between caffeine and hair growth. Although it only works when applied topically, it’s a 
testament to the power of this revitalizing substance. 

5. Better sleep

Caffeine can help reduce pain leading to better sleep (not drank before bed). This is due to 
the connection between decreased alertness during the day and increased pain sensitivity at 
night. 

Still ready to villainize caffeine any chance you get? 

Like all wonder substances, caffeine should always be treated with respect and used in 
moderation. We recommend keeping levels moderate with a premium Oolong tea to reap all 
the benefits of caffeine. 

CHAPTER #6

https://www.essencesip.com/collections/artisanal-tea/products/taiwan-oolong-tea-jin-xuan-premium-organic-loose-leaf
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If you have a friend, family member or partner that loves tea, you’re 
lucky, because that makes them an awesome and wise individual!

And it makes for easy gift-giving on birthdays and events. But if you 
think you can give them any old tea bags, you’re wrong. It’s likely that 
they know their stuff already, so we’re outlining some top tips and ideas 
for a perfect gift for tea lovers. 

CHAPTER #7

Precious Artisanal Teas

When choosing a gift for tea lovers, they’ll expect the finest in growing 
conditions, bud care and processing. The type of standards that come 
only with Artisanal Teas. Jasmine Dragon Pearls are a fresh and robust 
green tea that unfurls into a sensory sensation with every sip.

Looking for something more… breathtaking? Blooming Tea is a glorious 
and transformative display of nature’s prowess. A true floral experience 
for the eyes, nose and taste buds, Blooming Tea exudes elegance with 
every passing second while nurturing health. 

Jasmine Dragon Pearls is an entirely  
handcrafted and top-quality green tea.

You will enjoy a unique experience every time you pour  
boiling water into these beautiful tea balls.

https://www.essencesip.com/collections/artisanal-tea
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/artisanal-tea/products/organic-jasmine-green-tea-dragon-pearls-chinese-loose-leaf
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/artisanal-tea/products/blooming-tea-organic-flowering-tea
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Herbal Wellness Teas

We all have friends and family that treat their bodies like sacred temples. 
For these health conscious folk, a caffeine-free Chamomile will bring 
instant calm into their life. Or how about a slimming tea with scientifically 
proven ingredients for weight loss? 

SWEET DREAMSⓇ Organic Chamomile Tea for better sleep

Handcrafted Teaware

For tea enthusiasts, there’s art and pleasure in the preparation. A 
beautifully adorned mug or a compact tea maker will ensure their eyes 
light up like a night sky when you present it to them. 

SKINNY SIPⓇ Herbal Slimming Tea

Compact tea maker will let you brew 
Your tea anytime and anywhere.

Traditional Chinese tea mug.

https://www.essencesip.com/collections/wellness-herbal-teas
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/wellness-herbal-teas/products/organic-chamomile-tea-to-sleep-better
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/wellness-herbal-teas/products/chinese-slimming-tea-skinny-sip
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/teaware/products/traditional-chinese-tea-set
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/teaware/products/traditional-chinese-tea-mug-with-lid
https://www.essencesip.com/collections/teaware/products/compact-tea-maker
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How do you enjoy yours? We’d love to hear from you in the comments. 
Because don’t forget, tea isn’t just about you or me, it’s about 
community. 

From the first sip 5000 years ago to the shared late night cups to the 
ancient ceremonies of the ancestors. Tea is and always has been a 
simple token of joy that connects one another. 

CONCLUSION

www.essencesip.com

http://www.essencesip.com

